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When we move our body to perform a movement task, our central ner-
vous system selects a movement trajectory from an infinite number of
possible trajectories under constraints that have been acquired through
evolution and learning. Minimization of the energy cost has been sug-
gested as a potential candidate for a constraint determining locomotor
parameters, such as stride frequency and stride length; however, other
constraints have been proposed for a human upper-arm reaching task.
In this study, we examined whether the minimum metabolic energy cost
model can also explain the characteristics of the upper-arm reaching tra-
jectories. Our results show that the optimal trajectory that minimizes the
expected value of energy cost under the effect of signal-dependent noise
on motor commands expresses not only the characteristics of reaching
movements of typical speed but also those of slower movements. These
results suggest that minimization of the energy cost would be a basic
constraint not only in locomotion but also in upper-arm reaching.

1 Introduction

There is an infinite number of possible choices of joint trajectories and
muscle recruitment patterns for performing a movement task (Bernstein,
1967). It has also been reported that hand trajectories during upper-arm
reaching movements of typical speed are slightly curved and that their
speed profiles take a bell-shaped curve (Morasso, 1981; Flash & Hogan,
1985); that is, the hand speed shows a gradual change and has a peak
around the middle of the movement. This fact suggests that the central
nervous system selects a hand trajectory under constraints that have been
acquired through evolution and learning. Many computational studies have
proposed candidates for this criterion.
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Flash and Hogan (1985) proposed the minimum jerk model, which as-
sumes that the kinematic smoothness is the determinant of hand trajec-
tories, and this model predicted the characteristics of upper-arm reaching
movements in the horizontal plane well. Uno, Kawato, and Suzuki (1989)
referred to not only the kinematic smoothness of hand trajectories, but
also the arm dynamics, and proposed the minimum torque change model.
This model predicted not only the characteristics of the horizontal reaching
movements that Flash and Hogan (1985) examined, but also the character-
istics of vertical reaching movements. Nakano et al. (1999) proposed the
minimum commanded torque change model and reported that this model
best predicted the characteristics of the actual trajectories among these mod-
els. Furthermore, Harris and Wolpert (1998) proposed the minimum vari-
ance model. This model hypothesizes that the central nervous system plans
reaching trajectories to minimize the variance of the hand position at the end
point under the effect of signal-dependent noise, which affects motor com-
mands, and this model predicts the characteristics of human arm trajectories
well.

On the other hand, many studies have reported that the characteris-
tics of legged locomotor patterns can be explained well by the minimum
metabolic energy cost model (Zarrugh & Radcliffe, 1978; Nishii, 2000, 2006;
Nishii, Hashizume, Kaichida, Suenaga, & Tanaka, 2012; Minetti & Alexan-
der, 1997; Donelan, Kram, & Kuo, 2001). Saving energy costs would be an
important strategy for sustaining life in organisms. Some studies have ex-
amined whether the characteristics of upper-arm reaching trajectories can
also be predicted by the minimum energy cost model (Alexander, 1997;
Nishii & Murakami, 2002; Berret et al., 2008); however, the optimal trajec-
tory given by the criterion does not show the bell-shaped speed profile;
instead it shows a barrel-vault-shaped profile: rapid increase and decrease
of the hand speed at the beginning and end of the movement and a peak
around the middle of the movement. Furthermore, Kistemaker, Wong, and
Gribble (2010) reported that in a reaching task in a novel force field, subjects
selected trajectories requiring more work than the other more economical
trajectories, and concluded that the reaching trajectory is not minimized
based on the energy cost. Do these results show that the reaching trajec-
tories are independent of energy cost and are determined by the factor of
smoothness or the minimization of a noise effect?

Previous studies on the conventional minimum energy cost model
(Alexander, 1997; Nishii & Murakami, 2002; Berret et al., 2008; Kistemaker
et al., 2010) have not considered the noise effect on motor command. In
a previous study, we examined how optimal hand trajectories are affected
when signal-dependent noise is added to the optimal motor commands that
were planned under several models, for example, the minimum metabolic
energy cost and minimum torque change models (Nishii & Taniai, 2009).
The results showed that the optimal trajectory that minimizes the energy
cost is sensitive to the noise and produces large positional error at the end
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the measurement experiments on upper-arm reach-
ing movements. The subjects sat on a chair with their shoulders and their upper
chests fixed to the back of the chair by bands. To prevent their elbows from
bending, the elbow joints were taped. An optical marker was fixed at the tip of
the index finger of each subject.

point. If the arm does not reach the target because of the noise effect, cor-
rective submovements are necessary to compensate for the error. Therefore,
the trajectory planned by the minimum energy cost model often requires
many corrective submovements to reach the target. As a result, the total
energy cost, which includes the cost of the submovements, becomes larger
than the costs required by the criteria of the minimum torque change or
the minimum variance which express the characteristics of the actual hand
trajectories. This result indicates that the reaching movements are designed
to minimize the expected value of the metabolic energy cost under the ef-
fect of the signal-dependent noise. Here, we propose a criterion based on
the minimization of the expected value of the metabolic energy cost as a
novel minimum energy cost model and show that the optimal speed profile
becomes a bell-shaped speed profile under the effect of signal-dependent
noise. Furthermore, although most studies on trajectory planning of upper-
arm reaching movements have focused on the movements of which dura-
tion is within approximately 1.0 s (Morasso, 1981; Flash & Hogan, 1985; Uno
et al., 1989; Todorov, 2005), we show that the minimum expected energy cost
model also explains the characteristics of longer duration movement where
the hand speed becomes almost constant in the middle of the movement
and the speed profile takes a collapsed bell-shaped curve.

2 Methods

We computed the optimal trajectories for the upper-arm reaching move-
ments and compared them with the measured trajectories of human sub-
jects. Figure 1 represents the experimental setup.
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Subjects sat on a chair, with their shoulders and upper chests fixed to
the back of the chair with bands. To prevent their elbows from bending,
the elbow joints were taped. An optical marker was fixed at the tip of the
index finger to record the trajectory, and the position was measured by a
three-dimensional motion capture system (Carrot/3D, Library Co.) with a
sampling frequency of 150 Hz. The positional data were smoothed by a
six-order low-pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 5 Hz. The
subjects were instructed to place their right index fingers on a start position,
move the fingers to a circular target for a given duration, and then keep
their fingers on the target. During the reaching movements, the subjects
were required to keep their arms in the horizontal plane. The distance from
the start position to the center of the target was 0.22 m, and the diameter
of the target was 0.03 m. The movement durations were set at 0.5 s for
the fast reaching movement and 1.5 s for the slow reaching movement,
and the duration was instructed by a metronome. In the analysis of the
measurement data, we judged the start and end of the reaching movement
from the moment when the hand speed went across 0.05 meter per second.

Five males and three females, who were right-handed and 22 to 26 years
old and had no known disorders participated in the experimental tasks.
Among them, three males and one female participated in the fast upper-arm
reaching measurement, and the others participated in the slow upper-arm
reaching measurement. Each subject practiced the given reaching move-
ment task 100 times in one day for a total of five days over one week to
acquaint themselves with the slow reaching movement task. When the sub-
jects felt fatigue during the experiment, they were allowed to take a short
rest. The reaching trajectories of each subject were measured after practicing
the task on the last day of the five-day training, except for a female subject
who participated in the slow-reaching task for the first four days because
of illness on the last day.

In the computer experiments, we computed the optimal trajectories that
minimize the expected value of the metabolic energy cost required to reach
the target and those that minimize the positional variance for fast and slow
reaching movements (see Figure 2).

The arm dynamics were expressed by a one-link fourth-order linear
model of the musculo-skeletal system in which inertia and viscosity were
involved (see Figure 3) (van der Helm & Rozendaal, 2000). The control signal
u(t) was fed into the arm model, and the joint angle θ (t) was obtained, that
is, the arm trajectory was obtained by an open-loop control sequence. The
signal-dependent noise, which affects the motor command signal u, was
assumed to be a gaussian noise w with zero mean and variance σ 2 = k|u|2
where k was 0.01 (Harris & Wolpert, 1998). The muscle dynamics can be
described by the transfer function

G(s) = 1
(T1s + 1)(T2s + 1)

Fmax, (2.1)
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Figure 2: Schematic view of the upper-arm reaching movement in the simu-
lation experiments. The optimal motor command that minimizes the expected
value of the metabolic energy cost required to reach the target was computed
by an optimization algorithm under the constraints that the hand was within
the target area, with over a 95% success rate during a postmovement duration,
and that the mean angular speed during the duration was equal to 0 rad/s. The
diameter of the target and the distance from the start position were 0.03 m and
0.22 m, respectively.

Figure 3: A one-link fourth-order linear arm model. Here, u is the motor com-
mand signal, w is the signal-dependent noise, G(s) is the muscle dynamics, f
is the muscle force, r is the moment arm, τ is the joint torque, and I is the arm
inertia, B is the inherent arm viscosity, and θ is the joint angle.

where the excitation time constant T1 and activation time constant T2 were
set at 92.6 ms and 60.5 ms, respectively (Koike & Kawato, 1995), and the
maximum muscle force Fmax was set at 1000 N (van der Helm & Rozendaal,
2000). The muscle moment arm r and arm inertia I of the arm model were
set at 0.04 m and 0.25 kgm2, as assumed in van der Helm and Rozendaal
(2000) and Harris and Wolpert (1998), respectively. The arm length was set
at L = 0.55 m. The inherent arm viscosity B around the joint was set at
0.0–0.2 Nms/rad, because the estimated value was 0.02 to 0.2 Nms/rad for
monkeys (Hogan, 1984). The movement distance D and the target width W
were 0.22 m and 0.03 m, respectively, similar to those in the measurement
experiments.
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The optimization problem for the minimum expected energy cost model
is formulated as follows:

minimize
u

∫ T+R

0
E[P(τ (t), θ̇ (t))]dt (2.2)

subject to |u(t)| ≤ 1.0, ∀t ∈ [0, T + R] (2.3)

E[θ̇ (t)] = 0.0, ∀t ∈ [T, T + R] (2.4)

∣∣E[θ (t)] − θd

∣∣ ≤ W
2L

− rσθ (t), ∀t ∈ [T, T + R], (2.5)

where E[X] represents the expected value of X, P is a metabolic rate function,
τ is the joint torque, T is the movement duration, and R is the postmovement
duration. In our study, R was set at 0.5 s. θd is the angle from the start position
to the center of the target, σθ (t) is the standard deviation of the arm angle,
and r is a constant that determines the success rate of the reaching. Equation
(2.3) shows the constraint of the control signal to prevent the muscle force
exceeding its maximum value Fmax. Equation (2.4) shows the constraint
that the mean angular speed during the postmovement duration should be
equal to 0 rad/s. Equation (2.5) shows the constraint that the hand should
be within a desired success rate. In this study, r was set at 1.96 to make the
desired success rate 95%.

The metabolic rate function P was estimated by the following equation
(Alexander, 1997),

P(τ, θ̇ ) = τiso(τ, θ̇ )θ̇max�(θ̇ ), (2.6)

where τiso, θ̇max and � represent the commanded torque that the muscle
would exert in the isometric contraction, maximum angular velocity, and
the rate of chemical energy liberation, which includes the mechanical work
and heat emission of the muscle, respectively. This model was derived
by Alexander (1997) from a muscle model proposed by Ma and Zahalak
(1991) based on Hill’s muscle data. The isometric torque τiso and the func-
tion � were estimated from the force-velocity relationship of the muscles
(van Leeuwen, 1992) and the rate of chemical energy liberation (Hill, 1964;
Woledge, Curtin, & Homsher, 1985), respectively; when the muscle does
positive work,

τiso(τ, θ̇ )= τ (θ̇max + Gθ̇ )/(θ̇max − θ̇ ) (2.7)

�(θ̇ )= 0.23 − 0.16 exp(−8θ̇/θ̇max), (2.8)

and when the muscle does negative work,

τiso(τ, θ̇ )= τ (θ̇max − 7.6Gθ̇ )/(θ̇max − 13.6Gθ̇ − 0.8θ̇ ) (2.9)

�(θ̇ )= 0.01 − 0.11(θ̇/θ̇max) + 0.06 exp(23θ̇/θ̇max), (2.10)
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where G is a constant. The maximum angular velocity θ̇max and G were set at
15 rad/s and 4.0 as assumed in Alexander (1997), respectively. The expected
value of the energy cost was estimated by unscented transformation (Julier
& Uhlmann, 1997), a method for estimating the mean and covariance of a
nonlinear function y = f (x) when the n-dimensional variable x follows a
normal distribution.

In the calculation of the minimum variance trajectory, we followed the
method proposed by Harris and Wolpert (1998). The evaluation function
takes the following form,

∫ T+R

T
V(t)dt, (2.11)

where V(t) is the positional variance, T is the movement duration, and
R is the postmovement duration. The positional variance V is the ex-
pected value of the squared deviation of the hand position from E[θ ];
V(t) = E[{θ (t) − E[θ (t)]}2]. The optimal control signal, which minimizes
the positional variance, was computed under the constraints that the mean
hand position was equal to the center of the target during the postmove-
ment duration and that the mean angular speed during the duration was
equal to 0 rad/s. The postmovement duration R was set at 0.5 s. Although
the parameters T1, T2 in equation (2.1) and B in Figure 3 were set at 0.4 s,
0.3 s, and 0.2 Nms/rad in Harris and Wolpert (1998), respectively, in this
study, T1 and T2 were set at the same values as assumed in the calculation
of the minimum metabolic energy trajectory. The inherent arm viscosity
coefficient B was set at 0.0, 0.1, and 0.2 Nms/rad.

The optimal control signals based on the minimum expected energy
cost model and the minimum variance were computed by the sequen-
tial quadratic programming (SQP) method under the constraints. The SQP
method was performed using SNOPT (Stanford Business Software, Inc.),
a software package for solving large-scale optimization problems (Gill,
Murray, & Saunders, 2005). The time step used in the optimization was
10 ms.

3 Results

Figure 4 shows the hand speed profiles during fast reaching movements
of which duration was from 0.45 s to 0.55 s on the last day of practicing
the task (see Figures 4a to 4d), and the optimal speed profiles based on
the minimum expected energy cost model when the movement duration
was 0.5 s and the viscosity coefficients were 0.0 Nms/rad and 0.1 Nms/rad
(see Figure 4e). The speed profiles of all subjects took bell-shaped curves
with peaks at approximately half the duration; these characteristics did
not change over the training period. The optimal speed profiles showed
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Figure 4: Hand speed profiles in fast reaching movements. (a–d) Measured
trajectories of each subject on the last day after the subjects had practiced the
task for five days. The measured trajectories and the average trajectory are
represented by gray lines and a black line, respectively. The time t = 0 represents
the start of the movement—the moment when the hand speed exceeds 0.05 m/s.
(e) Optimal trajectories based on the minimum expected energy cost model
when the movement duration was 0.5 s. The optimal speed profiles for the
viscosity coefficients 0.0 Nms/rad and 0.1 Nms/rad are represented by a solid
line and a dashed line, respectively.
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bell-shaped curves as observed in the subject data. Negligible change was
observed in the optimal trajectories for the viscosity coefficient B ≤ 0.2.

Figure 5 shows the hand speed profiles during the slow reaching move-
ments by four subjects of which movement duration was from 1.2 s to 1.75 s
on the last day of practicing the task (see Figures 5a to 5d). Figures 5e and
5f show the optimal profiles based on the minimum expected energy cost
model when the viscosity coefficients are 0.0 Nms/rad and 0.1 Nms/rad,
respectively. The movement durations of two subjects (see Figures 5a and
5b) were shorter than the durations of the other subjects (see Figures 5c
and 5d), although the duration was instructed by a metronome. The speed
profiles of the former subjects were similar to bell-shaped curves; the hand
speeds of the latter subjects were almost constant or decreased slightly in
the middle of the movements and took collapsed bell-shaped curves for
speed profiles. The optimal trajectories also showed a period when the
hand speed was almost constant or slightly decreased in the middle of the
movement and took collapsed bell-shaped speed profiles (see Figures 5e
and 5f). The decrease in the hand speed at the middle of the movement
(see Figure 5f) was due to viscosity, and the slope became steeper as the
viscosity increased.

Figure 6 shows the optimal torques based on the minimum expected
energy cost model. When the movement duration is shorter than 1.3 s, the
torque profiles take sinusoidal curves (see Figure 6a), as reported by Koike
and Kawato (1995). However, when the movement duration is over 1.3 s, the
torques are low at the middle of the movement (see Figure 6b), resulting
in a type of ballistic movement. When the movement duration is short,
the required torque is large; however, the amplitude of the joint torque
should be suppressed over the movement duration to suppress noise and
movement variability. As a result, ballistic duration requiring large torque
at the beginning and the end of the movement is avoided and the speed
profile acquires a bell shape as observed in the minimum variance model.
When the movement duration is long, the required torque becomes small,
hence, the effect of the noise on the hand position at the end point becomes
small. In this situation, the optimal trajectory is similar to that predicted
by the conventional minimum energy cost model that considers no noise
effect (Nishii & Murakami, 2002). When muscle shortening speed is low,
the metabolic cost (see equation 2.6) exponentially increases with speed
(Ma & Zahalak, 1991). Therefore, the maximum shortening speed should
be small in order to suppress the energy cost. In order to suppress the
maximum shortening speed and reach the target within a given duration,
it is necessary to increase the movement speed from the beginning of the
reaching movement. In this case, the torque becomes large in the beginning
when the movement speed is low; therefore, increase in the energy cost is
suppressed. As a result, the shape of the speed profile changes from a bell
shape to a collapsed shape to suppress the energy cost as the movement
task becomes easier.
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Figure 5: Hand speed profiles in slow reaching movements. Measured trajecto-
ries on the last day of the practice. (a–c) After five days of practice by the three
subjects and (d) four days of practice by one subject. The measured trajectories
and the average trajectory are represented by gray lines and a black line, re-
spectively. The time t = 0 represents the start of the movement—the moment
when the hand speed exceeds 0.05 m/s. (e, f) The optimal trajectories based
on the minimum expected energy cost model when the movement durations
are 1.1 s, 1.2 s, 1.3 s, 1.4 s, 1.5 s, and 1.8 s. The viscosity coefficients were set at
0.0 Nms/rad (e) and 0.1 Nms/rad (f), respectively.
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Figure 6: Optimal torques based on the minimum energy model. The viscosity
coefficient was set at 0.0 Nms/rad, and the movement durations are (a) 0.5 s,
0.7 s, and 0.9 s and (b) 1.1 s, 1.3 s, and 1.5 s.

We also examined the characteristics of the optimal speed profiles based
on the minimum expected energy cost model for the noise parameter k =
0.0, 0.001, 0.005, and 0.01, and for the movement duration T = 0.5 s, 0.7 s,
0.9 s, 1.1 s, 1.3 s, and 1.5 s (see Figure 7). As the noise parameter decreases
or the movement duration increases (i.e., as task becomes easier), the speed
profile changes from a bell shape to a collapsed bell shape because of the
reason stated in the explanation of Figure 6.

Figure 8 shows the optimal hand speed profiles based on the mini-
mum variance model. The speed profiles took bell-shaped curves and not
a collapsed bell-shaped curve, not only in fast movement but also in slow
movement. No significant difference in such characteristics was observed
in the optimal trajectories for the other viscosity coefficients. These results
show that the minimum variance model does not explain the characteristic
of the measured speed profiles in the slow reaching. The optimal torques
do not show the period of ballistic movement for all movement durations
(see Figure 9) because the ballistic duration requires a larger control signal
during the nonballistic duration, which results in a larger noise effect and
larger positional variance. This is the reason that the minimum variance
model does not produce collapsed shape of speed profiles.

4 Discussion

In this study, we proposed the criterion of the minimization of the expected
value of the metabolic energy cost as a possible constraint to determine
the trajectory of reaching movements. The optimal trajectories took a bell-
shaped speed profile in fast reaching, and collapsed shape in slow reaching
movements as observed in well-learned trajectories with short and long
durations of human subjects. Such a change in the speed profile is due to
the following property of our model. When movement duration is short, it
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Figure 7: Optimal speed profiles based on the minimum expected energy cost
model for various movement durations and noise parameters. From the top left
figure (a), the noise parameter k is 0.0, 0.001, 0.005, and 0.01, respectively. In
each figure, the speed profiles for the movement durations T = 0.5 s, 0.7 s, 0.9 s,
1.1 s, 1.3 s, and 1.5 s are represented by solid lines, dashed lines, chain lines,
two-dot chain lines, double-dashed dotted lines, and dotted lines, respectively.
The viscosity coefficient was set at 0.0 Nms/rad.

Figure 8: Optimal speed profiles based on the minimum variance model for the
viscosity coefficient B = 0.0 Nms/rad. The movement durations are (a) 0.5 s,
0.7 s, and 0.9 s and (b) 1.1 s, 1.3 s, and 1.5 s.
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Figure 9: Optimal torques based on the minimum variance model for the vis-
cosity coefficient B = 0.0 Nms/rad. The movement durations are (a) 0.5 s, 0.7 s,
and 0.9 s and (b) 1.1 s, 1.3 s, and 1.5 s.

is important to suppress the end point variance in order to avoid submove-
ment, which requires extra energy cost. Therefore, the optimal trajectory
becomes similar to the optimal one based on the minimum variance model.
When the movement duration is long, the required torque becomes small,
so the effect of the noise on the end point position becomes trivial. There-
fore, the optimal trajectory becomes similar to the optimal one based on the
conventional minimum energy cost model that considers no noise effect.
In contrast, the optimal trajectories based on the minimum variance model
do not show the collapsed shape in the slow reaching movement. Tanaka,
Tai, and Qian (2004) have also suggested that the optimal speed profiles
based on the minimum torque change model and the minimum variance
model do not show a collapsed bell-shaped curve, but a symmetrical bell-
shaped curve or skewed bell-shaped curve in the long duration reaching
movement.

In this letter, we used the muscle model proposed by Alexander (1997) to
estimate energy cost. Some studies that used different metabolic cost models
of muscles also reported that the optimal trajectory that minimizes energy
cost shows ballistic movement (Nishii & Murakami, 2002; Berret et al., 2008).
These reports seem to suggest that qualitatively the same results would be
obtained even if other muscle models were used to estimate the metabolic
cost.

Soechting, Buneo, Herrmann, and Flanders (1995) reported that the fi-
nal arm posture is determined so as to minimize the amount of work that
must be performed to transport the arm from the starting position in three
dimensions. Berret et al. (2008) focused on the simultaneous inactivation of
the agonist and antagonist muscles in the middle of vertical arm reaching
movements and showed that the inactivation is explained by the minimiza-
tion of an absolute-work-like cost. These studies have not focused on the
expected value of energy cost; however, the results indicate that the design
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of the movement trajectory is not independent of the energy cost. As noted
in section 1, it has been reported that the characteristics of locomotor param-
eters, such as stride frequency and stride length, can also be explained well
by the criterion of the minimum energy cost (Zarrugh & Radcliffe, 1978;
Nishii, 2000, 2006; Nishii et al., 2012; Minetti & Alexander, 1997; Donelan
et al., 2001). Although a simple 1-DOF linear musculo-skeletal model was
used in our study due to the difficulty of computing the optimal trajectory,
our results and the previous studies noted suggest that minimization of the
energy cost would be a basic strategy in motor planning in living beings
(Nishii & Taniai, 2009).

Some recent studies have proposed hybrid criteria that include an
energy-like cost in different reaching movement tasks. For example,
Miyamoto, Nakano, Wolpert, and Kawato (2004) have proposed the maxi-
mum task achievement criterion, which is a combination of minimization
of the task performance and an energy-like cost, and reported that it can
explain the characteristics of the hand trajectory for a tracking arm reach-
ing movement task. Furthermore, Berret, Chiovetto, Nori, and Pozzo (2011)
have shown that the hybrid cost criterion, a combination of the mechanical
energy cost and joint-level smoothness, predicts the trajectory for point-to-
bar reaching movements well. These criteria consist of the cost of movement
accuracy or movement smoothness in addition to an energy-like cost. Our
current study and the previous one (Nishii & Taniai, 2009) have shown that
minimization of the expected value of the energy cost is not independent of
task performance and smoothness of the movement trajectory. Therefore,
the minimum expected energy cost model might explain various types of
upper-arm movements.

In the reaching movement, muscle co-contraction of the agonist and
antagonist muscles is often observed. This co-contraction requires more
metabolic energy without producing mechanical work (Gribble, Mullin,
Cothros, & Mattar, 2003). Such a co-contraction appears to be against the
strategy of minimization of energy cost. However, it has been reported that
the co-contraction suppresses the movement variability (Gribble et al., 2003;
Osu et al., 2004; Selen, Beek, & van Dieen, 2005). Furthermore, the amount
of muscle co-contraction during reaching movements decreases with re-
peated practice (Osu et al., 2002; Gribble et al., 2003), and the metabolic
cost estimated by expired gas analysis also decreases with motor learning
(Huang, Kram, & Ahmed, 2012). These results suggest that motor learning
progresses in the direction that decreases energy cost and that the energy
cost of co-contraction contributes to suppressing the expected value of the
total energy cost.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we computed upper-arm reaching trajectories that mini-
mize the expected value of the metabolic energy cost under the effect of
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signal-dependent noise. The results showed that the qualitative character-
istics of optimal trajectories agreed well with the characteristics of measured
trajectories: when the movement duration is short, the speed profile has a
bell-shaped curve, and when the duration is long, the speed profile has a
collapsed bell-shaped curve. These results suggest that the minimum en-
ergy cost is a basic strategy not only in locomotion but also in upper-arm
reaching.
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